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Grading Compromise· Passes Faculty Senate
By VICKI FALKENBURY
Managing Editor
A compromise proposal, which would allow the op.
tional use of a plus and minus grading system, was
passed in a 25·1·3 vote by the faculty senate in a
recent special meeting.
Under the new system a professor would have
the choice of grading on the present A·B-C·D·E
system or grading on a A·, B+,
, ., down to a
D· system. The grades would be computed as 7
for a D-, 1.3 for a D+, 3,7 for a A·, etc.
The compromise resulted in a motion made by
Eugene Kosy, professor of business education, and
seconded by Larry Lawrence, assistant professor of
English, after a recommendation by the ad hoc
faculty committee on grading was turned down by
the senate in a 23-6 vote,
The committee's recommendation would have al·
lowed individual professors to grade on the present
•

•
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basis or to break the grade down within a ten point
scale for each grade level.
Dr. Gerald Moulton, vice-chairman of the faculty
senate and associate professor of education, believes
that the senate turned down the recommendation be·
cause it would have been "too confusing."
The senate voted not to refer their compromise to
the faculty for a vote. If ten per cent. of the faculty
should sign a petition, however, then the compromise
would be voted on by the entire faculty.
"If such a petition ls circulated, I hope that the
faculty will vote on the compromise at their March
1 meeting,'' commented Dr, Moulton.
The new grading system will go into effect next
fall, if it passes the approval of the faculty and the
board of trustees.
The ad hoc committee of grading was formed
last quarter to study alternatives to Central's present
grading system as well as the proposed fractionated
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Pianist Duo
ToPerfonn
Monday Night
Ferrante and Teicher, the duo
piano team of "Exodus" fame,
will appear on campus Monday
at 8 p,m, in Nicholson Pavilion,
The two-piano team will pre·
sent a two hour concert. Tic·
kets will be available the night
of the performance at the Pa·
villon, according to Steve Mark·
ham, SGA social vice president,
They are $1.50 with SGA card
and $2.00 for non-students;
Ferrante and Teicher first
won national fame with their hit
"Theme From The Apartment"
which was followed by their
first million seller "Exodus."
In addition to about 100 en
gagements each season across
the U.S. and Europe, they per.
form with symphony orchestras.
Their television network appear.
ances include Ed Sullivan, Dean
Martin, Johnny Carson, Danny
Kaye, Hollywood Palace and Bell
Telep hone Hour.
In their performances they
combine classical music with
their own arrangements of tunes
of Gershwin, Rodgers, Kern,
Porter and other popular com
posers with new sound effects,
for which they have devised or·
iginal gadgets to extend the tonal
range- of their pianos.

.. \'
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Bill 353 Controls LSD
Kinsey Proclaims on TV
By LARRY BURROUGH
Staff Reporter
John Kinsey, SGA President, spoke before the state
legislature during a public hearing on four bills intro
duced to the House concerning the control of LSD.
Kinsey's speech before the public and many members
of the House was later televised state wide,
"The present position of the state on LSD is unclear.
I feel that there should be continued research on LSD,
but the distribution of the drug should be controlled,
House Bill 353 includes these and I support this blll,''
Kinsey said,
House Bill 353 "amends the existing dangerous drug
act which states specifically the drugs which are described
as unlawful to disseminate, to include any drug found
by federal law or regulation of Washington State Phar.
macy Board regulation to have a potential for abuse
because of its depressapt or stimulant effect on the cen
tral nervous system or its hallucinogenic effect, • • "

Ferrante & Teic her

Nationally known piano duo Ferrante and Teicher will
appear in concert here Monday. One of the best known
Ferrante and Teicher hits is the theme from "Exodus".
Concert time is 8 p,m, in Nicholson Pavilion. Ferrante
and Teicher are SGA's big name entertainment for winter
quarter,

'Susannah' Cast Works Overtime

As curtain time draws near,
the cast of "Susannah" is work·
Ing overtime.
Many demands are made upon
the cast. Whereas most young
performers have theirhandsfUll
just memorizing lines, the "Su·
sannah" cast must also master
music arrangements and dance
routines, according to John De·
Merchant, music director for the
production,
DeMerchant explained that key
parts have been dual casted.
''Whenever you do an opera,
you can't sing it more than two
days in a row," DeMerchant
said.
The role of Susannah w1ll be
portrayed by Pamela Roether
and Robin Marvin, Sam, Susan.
nah's brother has three pJ<>v
ers: David Urquhart, Rob
Rudhe and Ed Provancha. The

system rejected by the faculty last spring.
Under the fractionated grading system, instead of
assigning the conventional "A" through "E" grades,
a professor would have used a numerical value 3,, 2.7, 1.5, and so forth.
Dr. Jack Crawford and Dr. Paul Pettit of the
psychology department devised the fractionated sys·
tern after four years of research.
When asked about the present compromise, Dr.
Petit replied, "I think resistance to change is still
what we are dealing with, and I can understand that
·
the fractionated scale might frighten some of the
faculty."
Dr. Petit does believe, however, that the com·
promise is a step in the right direction,
"The senate obviously recognized
"The senate obviously recognizes the present
grading system's inadequacies and agreement on that
is progress,'' concluded Dr. Petit.

Reverend Blitch will be played

by Thomas Blaylock and John

T, Bonney.
Accompanying the virtuosos
will be a 15-voice chorus and
orchestra.

"Susannah", lauded as "Best
Opera of 1956,'' will be the first
lull opera ever performed at
Central, It will run Feb, 28March 4 in McComiell Auditor·
tum.

SUB Dance Problems Studied

A Dance Problems Committee day night for six new men1bers
met Tuesday to lay the ground. for his committee, three each
work for a policy to meet the from Residen<;e Hall Senate and
demands of SUB dance difficu].. SGA Legislature.
ties.
"We want them to be in on
The committee is concerned the actual policy making now,
with the fact that Central doesn't so there will be no complaints
charge a set fee for the use o! later," Hamilton said.
its facilities. The problem lies .
The aim of the expanded com
in the absence of a fund to provide for repair and maintenance mittee meeting is to recommend
of the SUB.
a policy for future . use and
Dennis Hamilton, chilf.rman o!
arrangements for rental of the
the committee, asked SGA Mon.
SUB Ballroom, Hamilton said.

This blll makes no changes in the existing penalty,
which is $200 and · or a jail sentence not exceeding
six months.
Proposals made by other bills vary from noset penalties,
pending further investigation, to fines as ·stttf as $5,000 for
unauthorized use of the drug and up to $50,000 and twenty
to forty years imprisonment for a "knowing sale to a
minor in violation of the act.''
''We are concerned that some control be provided,
especially for those of less than the age of concent,"
Stu Bledsoe, 13th district representative said.

Kinsey Says Voluntary SGA
Is Choice Students Must Make
SGA President John Kinsey ex..
pressed no objections to current
student attempts to make studeni
government membership volun.
tary at a recent curbstone.
"student government should
exist only if the students de.
sire its presence," Kinsey
stressed.
Defending student government
as a vehicle to serve the stu.
dents, Kinsey said:
"Collectively we can do many
things, individually we can't."
Kinsey noted the major a�com
plishments of his administration
in support of potential SGA ef.
f ectiveness.
"We successfully changed the
g eneral
education
require.
ments, provided for a grading
system change and have repre.
sentation on President's Coun.
ell/' Kinsey said�
Kinsey defended a voluntary
annual.

"Last year about $2400 in
annuals went to waste because
many students didn't wish to
buy them. This year the number
of annuals producedwilldirectly
reflect paid student orders,''
Kinsey remarked.
Curbstone Coordinator Maged
Mughrabi proposed a voluntary
"Crier." Kinsey replied that
the present level of quality in
the "Crier" could not be main·
tained without SGA support.

Protesters Demand

A g!'OUP of ten people paraded

·

·

silently in prot_est of the John·
son Administration's policies in
Vietnam Wednesday morning in
front of the SUB.
Action for New Democracy
(AND) sponsored the silent pro
test. The main demand was that
"money should be used to fight
poverty at home, not peasants
abroad," an AND spokesman
said.
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Fire Susceptibility Worries Administrators
Old buildings invite fire.

The

Central campus is highllghted by
numerous structures older than
President Brooks.

ped

this summer when fire broke out
·

These cher

ished landmarks add flavor to

to the roof.

the blaze.

any

·Defending

Central's heritage, but provide

safety,

big worries

John

for fire-conscious

administrators.

with water pipes extending

on the fourth floor of Courson.
No city fire truck could reach
the

pointed

floor,"

Ludtka

stressed.

"Progress is being made to

structure's

Information

Ludtka

"This allows firemen to flood

Director

ward

out that

but it will take time and money,"

remedying the situation,

Bechtel concluded.

Courson, like Muzzall, is equip.

Barge Hall, the oldest build·
ing on campus, concerns Phys.
ical Plant Director Paul Bech.
tel.
"No one would stand up and
defend

Barge,"

Bechtel said.

His worry is enforced by the
late George Winston, Ellensburg
Fire Chief.
"Right now it is more sus.

by Steve Miller· News Editor

ceptible to fire than any othe
campus structure," the late Win.

Methodically rolling his own cigarette, John O'Donahue, profes.

ston said.
Attempts

sor of · education, found support for his feet on the waste paper

have been made to

bring the administration build.

basket, reclined in his chair and remarked:

ing up to present fire code stan.

people in college today shouldn't be there.

dards.

do not have the intellectual capabilities to grasp concepts taught
in four-year schools."

"We (the administration) have

Dr.

asked for funds to renovate the

. to keep

sions. U nfortunately, we have
failed each time," Bechtel noted.

manually

protection package on campus

activated

fire

alarm. Despite extensive

fire

safety precautions in other buildings on campus, 3arge
Hall

remains

a recognized fire hazard,
(Photo by Craig Markham)

versity status than educating the student.
''We're trying to get big for

Olympia. Renovation expenses

the sake of getting bigger. Un·

would exceed $300,000.

fortunately, the student gets lost

If needed monies were pro

in the shuffle," the education

cured, it would be 1 96 9 before

p�otessor noted with regret•

repairs could be completed, ac.·
cording

to

President Brooks.

SEES STUDENT UNREST

Barge Hall has received minor

-

Academic-

H ELP WANTED

Dr.

repairs in the past to make it

done.

his Office is seldom without a

re

sitor.

Overall, the building re

As

mains untouched.
only

so much

allowed

"Kids today exhibit a tremen

with the funds

them,"

according

instructor, he senses

an

nrest among his students.

"The administration can do

Applications for graduate assistantships in several
academic fields being accepted until March 1 5.
Up to $21 00 for nine-month year. Master's De
gree maybe earned in a two-year period. Apply
by letter to Dean of G raduate Sct1ool, University
of Puget Sound, Tacoma, Washington 984 1 6.

O'Donahue's concern for

he individual student is evident:

fire..safe. Fire doors have been
added and internal wiring

dous fear.

to

Man has reached a

plateau where

Bechtel.

he can destroy

Kids

that the school has been very
cooperative in following suggest.
ed improvements.

ministrators.
"Because of their height, they
are more of a fire hazard than
other

·

buildings,"

Central's

O'Donahue continued: "You know, when I

end

of the

war.

College administrators saw

Material lack
Cuts lnscape
Yearly Quota
Katherine

Laing,

Mrs.

literary ad.

visor to "Inscape" and instruc.
tor in English.

SEND A GET WELL CARD ...

Reflecting upon his background,

· 4 ��4

SEE OUR COMPLETE SELECTION OF GREETING CARDS

·j I I 11 IJ e r r o I 's
llifJll I
Elle nsburg

I II EAST 8th STREET e ELLENSBURG, WASH.
98962. --� -· ·�

be

In accordance with this phil
"lnscape" is sponsor.

ing poetry and prose readings

prose and art work, the staff
decided that instead of publish.
ing two to three magazines in
one year
they would publish
'
one large issue just prior to
Symposium.

Anxious to leave the valley he had known since birth, he joined
the

Army.

Though

r..3.tng
still

under

age,

Dr. O'Donahue

succeeded In

entering.
"Admittedly, it took a little forgery," Dr. O'Donahue chuckled
as he prepared another cigarette.
While in the Army he received training as a m unitions expert,
As a result of this academic experience he was later granted
a full high school degree.

"If it hadn't been for this allowance I probably would never
have returned to school,'' Dr. O'Donahue remarked.

ENTERS CENTRAL
With high school diploma in pocket, he entered Central after
the war, receiving his B.A. in 1949.
Dr. O'Donahue pursued his M.A.
later.

Fascinated with learning,

which he obtained one year

He received his doctorate in 1957. His thesis: ·"Decisto11

Armed with degrees, he applied for an assistant professorship
at Idaho State College and was accepted.
for

the

mental
with

Washington
retardation.

the

state
In

Department

Later he quit to work
of Health to research

1964 he accepted a similar position

department of health in the Virgin lslands. Dr. O'·

Doriahue came to Central in 1966.

PROVOKES THOUGHI'
As an instructor, Dr. O'Donahue attempts to provoke student
thought.
"I employ rather earthy analogies to 'sell' my points.
example,

I relate the cost of a

As an

book to the price of a beer,"

Dr. O'Donahue said.
Recently, administrators have complained about his tactics,
according to the education professor.

On the subject of "lnscape,"
Mrs.

recalled: "I

inane subjects."

Because of a lack of contri•
buttons to "Inscape" of poetry,

were

Dr. O'Donahue

Making.''

But I think it should
heard, also," she added.

osophy,

certain to improve. Today

was a high school drop out; never could see much use in studying

"Some people say.that modern
literature should be obscene and
comments

were

to the Ellensburg potato fields as a laborer.

just how valid their worry was

heard,"

Things

there's little to hope for," the p rofessor sighed.

Plagued by bad grades, he withdrew from school and turned

comptroller remarked.

not

was a kid we

had something to look forward to: the end of the depression or
the

The high rises also concern ad.

tactics are questioned."

O'DONAHUE REFLECTS
Dr.

recently been equipped with fire
Brooks.

''MY

question their ability to

control this awesome power."

Kamola and Sue Lombard have

IF YOU HAVE A SICK FRIEND

JOHN O'DONAHUE

himself by pressing a button.

The late fire chief emphasized

escapes, according to President

O'Donahue charged.

administrators who profess more concern with attaining uni·

Buckles

gal.Ii funds is now being made in
is this

them off the labor market," ·Dr.

Continuing with his accusations, Dr. O'Donahue blasted Central

reports that a fourth attempt to

Part of the Package
Part ot the fire

Ll-0yd

O'Donahue would channel these people to trade schools.

"The government has been encouraging people to stay in school

building on three different occa

Comptroller

"Half the young

These people simply

mentioned that they
in

need of prose,

poetry and art work.
line is Feb. 28.

The dead.

"They

(the

administration)

have suggested that my speech

and dress is not becoming to a college professor. What they
are actually saying is that I had better refrain from stimulating
minds or seek employment elsewhere," Dr. O'Donahue said.
Dr. O'Donahue doesn't plan to cha.'lge his approach to education.

Nltional Bank of Washington invites you to come and enjoy the hospitality at the

COLLEGE BANKING

@

..

CENTER

730 E. 8th Avenue on Saturday, February 25 from noon to
PRIZES! REFRESHMENTS!
•

THREE CHECKING ACCO UNTS
each for CWSC students!

•

THREE TRANSISTOR RA DIOS

of $25

for non

students!
•

FREE

Coffee - Soft Drinks - Snacks

-

plus
GRAND PRIZES!
•

$300 TUI TION AWARD

for a lucky CWSC

student!
•

PORTABLE TV with Stand for a non-student!

4

p. m.

�

'

,:�'•"

Do You have Yours?
Check into the new College
Banking Center for your Wild
cat check book complete with a
supply of personalized checks.
Remember - no minimum de
posit or balance necessary when
you have a Budget checking
account at NBW-and NBW
gives you a completely detailed
,
monthly statement!

JOHN CAMPE
Executive Officer, and
his staff will be on hand
to welcome you to the
Bank of Personal Service.

COLLEGE
BANKING
CENTER

@

..

MEMl[llt fEDElllAL OEPOSIT INSURANC[ co•PO".'ATIOH

40 BANKING

@® CENTERS iTHROUGHOUT WASHINGTON
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Spotlights Opinion

.

Hertz Insists
On Mandatory
Music Concerts

Grading Precision
Once again the faculty Senate has enacted a c�ge in Central's

grading system,

The proposed change involves the use of plus and minus grades
in addtuon to the baste 'A' • 'E' scale. The new plan would be
optional-faculty members could use it or not.
.

At the Feb. 13 meeting of the

Last year about this same time the faculty senate voted to
adopt a decimalized version of the 'A' • 'E' scale. That plan's
40 point scale was designed to make grading more precise, thus

interest was Dr. Wayne Hertz's
defense of the compulsive con.a

·

fairer.

cert attendance now required in

However, when submitted to a vote of the entire faculty, the
decimal (fractional) system was rejected. Critics claimed that
1t was impossibly complex and designed for the machine graded

some music classes.
"We view concerts as cur

part of instruction and we think

We continue to believe that the decimal grading system would

that a professor has the right

easily workable and that it is the most equitable plan yet

to require attendance and we'll

offered.

stand by that right," Dr. Hertz

}fowever, we endorse the plus-minus system just passed by

commented.

The decision to make the grading change

the faculty senate.

Also discussed at the legis.

optional does seem peculiar. If the present system does produce
grading

lature

then why should any student be penalized

inequttles,

tee previously formed to evai.

between a •c.• and a 'C'?

uate the annual event gave sev-·

We endorse the change because 1t is a signlfica.nt step in the

eral recommendations including

Much of the present grading inequity can be

; the

minimized if professors will take the time to give students the

moving of Sweecy Day to

'the middle of the week; giving

grades they deserve.

SGA Voluntary?

meeting was the ques

tion of Sweecy Day. A commit·

simply because his professor lacks the ambtuon to distinguish

right direction.

We think that this ls

riculum.

objective test.
be

the main topic of

legislature,

''fHr�

1'7

Sweecy Day a purpose; and try.

NOftllN� WAIT UNTIL
r"!<t:i/'/Ctr

TH'

There is a drive umerway to make SGA membership voluntary.

'ing to "seriously overhaul all
promotion and advertisement."

W£ CCM�TO
�VOLUTION ! 11

No

final motion was taken.

We support it.
Proponents

right

join

to

of

institution

of the plan claim that students should have the
or

not

to join. ·We agree, Indeed, in this fair

progressivism

that it could be otherwise.

and liberality we are surprised

·

The truth is that the student Govel'nment Association is much
an association th:i.n a government. Structurally, it ts an

more

association that provides comfort, entertainment, and representa•
tton for Students.

Little of what SGA does ts binding on anyone; legislative and
executive decisions pertain only to the allocation of the $200,000
SGA budget. Resolutions passed by the SGA legislature on extra•

SGA subjects theoretically are indicative of student opinion,
thus having some weight with the forces that be.
Actually, there is no way of determining just how many students

represent. Only 27 per cent of students voted in the
recent SGA General Election. Yet every student pays a $12 per
quarter membership fee whether he has anything to do with

SGA does

SGA or not.
We believe that voluntary membership would strengthen student
identity with SGA. We believe that optional SGA would encourage
student leaders to be more aggressive in seeking student opinion.
Most important, SGA would be forced to constantly re.evaluate its
role in order to •sell' students on membership,
There

are

those

who doubt that SGA could be 'sold' to the

-sGA Movie 1-'review·
st,.rlc>n��

u

not-Whv not?

Two

Rodger Heggen_

of the finest of these "slice of life"

writer-director Robert Rossen takes his
seamy world of the pool room. Paul Newman
plays a young pool shark who ls obsessed with defeating the
champ, Minnesota Fats (Jackie Gleason). In his drive to garner
"The Hustler"

camera into the

these laurels, Newman destroys not only others but comes close

to destroying himself.

This superb study of "success"

formances.

brims with many fine per.

Piper Laurie, George c. Scott, Jackie Gleason and

Newman all received well deserved Oscar nominations for their
splendid work.
"The Goddess"

holds a mirror up to the "tinsel world" of

Hollywood, and the reflection is anything but attractive.

paralleling the life of Marilyn Monroe,
In a story
Kim stanley portrays a young woman with one simple wish:
to be loved. But this wish goes unfulfilled. Miss Stanley hops
closely

f rom husband to husband and from the status of a Hollywood
to a star, but never can find love.

extra

Campus Crier
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Hamilton as say.
legislation is

do"

ing "must

SGA

the

in

students

-campus

off.

for

representation

equal

Legislature.
Here I would like to mention

. to. Hamilton that every place I
talking,

him

heard

never

he

mentioned anything about equal
representation.
though,

proposed re

he

that

true,

ls

It

districting for on-campus

stu.

dents, but that is only half of
the student body.
In Hamilton's platform, there

if

he

steals some ideas
his

of

platform

the

un.

It was interesting to see in
Crier can now publicly support

Rhodes, he should at least give
him credit for enlightening him
to the right way.
I am sure more ideas will be
stolen from Rhodes' platform,
which is great.
This

Hamilton's

tt.tng, that

one

shows

deserves

platform

one place and that is the waste
basket.
Maged Mughrabi
Off.campus

Plaudits
To the Editor:
I have been meaning to drop
you a note for quite a while
now, congratulating you on the
fine job you are doing with my
old paper. I was editor-in-chief
of the Crier exactly 1O years ago.
The enrollment at that time
was approximately one third of
what it is now.

If I remember

tried to with� "extra" attached

to the regular issue of the paper,
supporting a write-in candidate,
and quite an uprising ensued.
My wife is also a former Crier

staffer as she was a reporter
for me in 195.7 and then· bust.
ness manager in 1957·58.
up

Keep

Edit�-in-chief, . Paul

R.

Cop.r

�ditor, Rik Nelson; Copy

Editors,

Adv erti�ing _

� epresentotive,

Representative,

Ed

Richard Wright.

•

Jim

I

the Crier here at Centralia High
School each week and I use it
of a good col·

as an example

lege newspaper in my journalism
class,
Bill H. Leth
Teacher
Centralia High School

I Letters To The Editor I
Letters from all persons to
the CRIER editor are welcome
and printed as space allows.
Letters should not exceed 300
words and must be type writ·
ten, double spaced, sirned, and
received 1n the CRIER office,
toP floor of the SUB, no later
than the Sunday before Friday's
publication.
student editors shall have the
authority to accept or reject
all letters or portions ol let·
ters and to decide the actual
treatment of letters as to space
·allotment, pap placement, head
size and time ot publication.
Names and positions ol writers
will appear in the paper and no
unstined letters wlll be ac

To the Editor:

It appears that recently Cen.

tral's elite leaders have fallen

beginning to look as though, con.a
trary to popular opinlon, the

students are not puppets.
In

comparison

-;.cep �

Greg

man

orientation, mattresscide

rites,

and

Sweecy Day drunk

tower as major national scandals
that disgrace President Brooks.
to the point that Gov. Evans is
looking ·for a replacement for
him.
Certainly such major prob.
lems as hazing; cold, embar.
rassing rides on a mattress· and

�

consuming booze at the r eo
grounds are pressing matters
of low moral conduct that future

leaders of our society should

not be allowed to take part in.

In the same serious vein, I
hope the president of the coi.
lege will cancel all freshman
orientation (except his stirring
convocation);
expel

have

Dr. Leroy

every person connected

in mattressctde rites (including
�e nasty guy on the mattress);
and close the taverns and the
liquor

store

a

before

month

Sweecy Day.
I rest assured that such ac
tion would result in more study.
ing and bring the suicide rate
to an all time low.
should

have

Students

no way to relax

since there's nothing at college
that builds up any tension.
�y Gallant
Off.campus

Sharon Jackson,
Lomb,
Sandi
Edwardson,
Chri,s
Reporters:
laurel Smith, Mary Gossage, R.ito
Trefren,
Jenny
Long,
Nikki
Burrough,
Lorry
ldala,
Hudz:iak, Lindo Huntington, Shem-Lord
Greg Trousda)e, Rodger "Heggen
Entrikin,
Joe
contributing �otog�ophers:
Chief photographer: Craig Markhcim;
Michelle Perrow.
and
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at the

6olvi;

to Berkeley:

Central's too.well-known fresh

cepted,

Hort; Managing Editor, Vicki Folken-

wood, on� Dennis P�orso_n; Business

good work.

the

still look forward to receiving

Published weekly on Friday� durfng the ·academic� y.a;
test weeks and holidays. Entered as second class matter
" S _Post Office, Ellen.sburg, Wash. 98926.
..,Jr'fL News Editor, Steve Miller; Sports Editor,

Our Shame

candidates for SGA offices. If
under the gun of excessive and
you look in your back files of - harsh comment. I can remem.
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films are "The Hustler" and "The Goddess."
In

elect
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from

But despite this lack of permanency, several
years.

ident

I would suggest to Hamilton

great films made in the realistic mode have been turned out in
last few

your February 3 issue that the

that

ts, "realism" has not been a lasting movement in the American
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Vietnam Dialogue

Asp e cts of Foreign Aid

B o mbing Lulls in Perspective

��yBobLee �������- RobTucker&JerryBo��
Last

week

the

Johnson

administration ordered a four day

Concerning today's global community, security and stab111ty

halt in U.S. bombing of North Vietnam. In my opinion this mus
. t

are becoming more and more synonomous with economic develop.

be considered almost entirely a political move. It is largely a

ment. One of the most remarkable and far-sighted

move to placate the dove faction at home and to demonstrate to

ever

the rest of the world our willingness to bring the issue to the
would

able

have been a pleasant surprise to me if this latest

peace move had succeeded in bring the communist forces to the

and

First of all, we have had no indication that the North ls indeed

the

bombing, but I must regard this as

U .s. will not pull out of the south in the near future and that they
they

have

consequently

shifted their demands to something a little less radical

and to a stand that, while it ls j ust as one sided, at least gives them a temporary
advantage.
Secondly, I believe that the bombing halt failed to bring the North to the confer·
ence table precisely bec ause it
was less than the demanded per.

On Religion

manent halt that formed the basis
willingness to come to the con•
ference table.

It ls my o:-inlon that the North
in

the

south

(With apologies to Sophocles

and to

and st. Paul)

strengthen their air defenses at .
home,
Thirdly,
North

I

Once

doubted that the

would agree to peace

Father

similar pauses in the past (at
one

of

them

v ery

to peace feelers.

without some value, the value
depends upon whether it does
lead to negotiations, and fail·
ing

in that respect, upon the

propoganda value that the ad·
mirilstration ls able to obtain.

-W

ILLI NGNESS SHOWN

By taking this first step we
are able to demonstrate to the
world that we are willing to take
any reasonable action to bring
the conflict to the conference
level. Hopefully it will also be
understood

by

critics

of our

Viet Nam policy that it ls in·
deed the communists that are
preventing negotiations and that
continued allied military effort
is necessary.

I Contributors I
BOB LEE is a junior, Army vet.
eran and serves as SGA treasur.
er and YR president. at Central.
Lee is majoring in p0lit1cal sci.
ence and business administra.

decided

to

with just

making his

not be creative or imaginative.

are involved in a political prob

but it was not

he

companion, oh, nor That would

mean to lmply condemnatlon(the

move,

ADd

But Father was not to be merely

fact of the matter is that we

unwise

lonely,

content

move; but by that term I don't

ly military standpoint it was an

imaginative.

create himself a companion.

I have called this a political

lem). To be sure, from a strict.

and

being so artful, and so very,

they have not seen fit to initiate
respond

was very, very cre.

ative

lasting

for more than forty days) and
or

upon a time, a long,

that we will call Father. Now

talks because there have been
least

FOREIGN AID EYm

politics

seems

to

be

at

the heart of foreign

aid; in fact, it could be seen as the very reason for Us existence.
From the American point of view, the essence of foreign aid seems to be political

strategy. The primary motivation of this political strategy seems a mixture be·
tween holding the line against further "Communist" expansion and establishing
mutually beneficial relations with the receiving states.

ARNOLD

So it

was that he decided to

make

a

going

to

masterpiece,
cause

"I'm

a series of

events that will give me my

BUNTAIN

companion slowly," he said,

(knowing perfectly that good things are worth
waiting for) and the series began.
"That's good," he said.

o ne.half·a·very ago, the series culminated in the
bringing forth of a very creative and imaginative
that

This man was so creativ e and imaginative
he

became

known

throughout

the land.

"I'm special," he said, "Learn from me and
follow me."
Now

the

BRIDE TAKEN

oh-so-very

Special

to

unspecial

it

AID OFFER FAILS
Within

Group.
But

now

One

who was

periment which did not succeed,

Group and Special One, it was

Even today virtually the entire

whispered, were said to be incompatible.

U.S. aid program in Laos is

"Oh, sadness."

erations

And ·so it was, for even to the Special One the

Foreign aid p<>licy in practice,
especially with relation to South·

OCCASIONS ALARM

east Asia, consists not of a body

Now the unseries-llke series occasioned some

of doctrine but rather of many

cause for alarm as the Special One reflected

specific decisions which, in fact

upon his situation.

shape,

must seek the cause for the unseries.

The

us, play an ever-enlarging. and

the company of her presence. nut this unspecial
one said, . "I wash my hands of you oh Special
the majority of the unspecials should

One,

Just a v ery, v ery short time ago , the unspecial
They said of the Special One,

" Strike holes in your hands and your
oh Special One; also pierce into

JERRY BOPP, a History major,
is a past president of Central's

often startles the American
student making his first steps
in the learning of the Span.

YD's and represented them on
the State Board of Young Demo.

ish language. At first it sounds
much llke a good j oke, but

crats.

behind its simllcity lies a wide
gap in the ldiosyncracies and

:ARNOLD BUNTAIN, licensed,
Church

of

the Brethren,

EDUARDO BELTRAN� originally from CUba, now instructs
at Central.

1

psychology of both languages.

minister of

is a senior majoring in phi:t..
osophy and minoring in rhet.
oric and public address.

Majoring in Span.

lsh, Beltran received his masters from the University of
Illinois.
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Vietnam.

The

nam is operating in an envir·
onment of revolution, civil war,
threatened invasion, and subver

Everything that foreign aid has.

it is solely. because of you that your

to offe r ls needed and will be
required
(in the future) to

Father is dead and your bridal bed has
.
been the womb which beget you."

achieve what seems to be the

"And so it was," quoth History.

primary objective of the Amer
ican

politics-military

strategy

in Vietnam: survival. This has
unmerited world-wide implica
tions.

The

successes

of the

American foreign aid program
rea� with reference to economic

central YD' s.

the

of

abroad are numerous and very

the

ordained

velopment

American aid program in Viet

AID STILL NEEDED

For it is now evident that

D i ffi culty of International Co m munication
Watches run in English, but
they walk in Spanish. This fact

not

demanding role in ·the tuture de·

. sive infiltration.

-Insight /nternational ----

ence major and history minor,

but

aid program

a "hot war,'' will, it seems to

live in incompatibtllty with His bride or to leave

ROB TUCKER, a p0litical sciM
past vice president of

American

dinated to the immediate needs of

tlon and economics.

ls

as they are

although at the moment subor·

to Special one• s dilemma of choosing either to

be creative and imaginative.

much

and ill·defined principles.

was found one who, it was said, had the answer

Oh, no! The bride of the Special One would

as

shaped by, a number of general

Presently, among the unspecial ones there

ones had those.

re

of it would be very difficult to

But it was no use. Father would not hear the

just an ordinary bride because the unspecial

security

make.

Special One.

your ribs.

consequently,

in

strictions) that a reasoned,study

like; and he came to cry out, "Father, Father,
'
remove this series from me."

feet

(and

shrouded

series seemed to be so very, very unseries.

his not.so-very special Roman

so

wrapped up in military consid·

For it is sad to see a marriage degenerate.

student) take a bride. But the bride would not be

Southeast Asia, Laos

already bears witness to an ex·

the series began to appear quite

ones did decide.

Southeast Asia.

ls under heavy pressure.

was, and the bride was called

unseries-like.

in

This is one of the areas which

"Like Son, like Father."
so

most to lose and the most to
learn from giving foreign aid in
tendencies

Special one knew very well that as He said,
And

·tl:!ls, the United States has the

the face of Chinese expansive

ones who strive toward being

decide."

creative and imaginative decided that he would
(according

By Arnold Buntain_

So he set out to find the answer.

Now not so very, very long ago, perhaps only

man.

ate are not clearly defined or
consistently pursued. Because of

like series I'm in," he said,

SERIES CULMINATED

very

in which our aid programs oper.

"My bride,'' he said, "ls going to be all of
you

"I

And it was.

fact remains that

The

often the political strategy with·

special like m�and thus like Father." For the

long time ago, something was

similarity, provided the found·

the United States and the underdeveloped countries.

International

------

used the lull to resupply their
forces

States was helping to rehabWtate es

A B rief History of Christianity

for North Vietnam's suggested

NORTH RESUPPLIES

United

ation for a genuine partnership that may not be possible between

ROB
TUCKER

more of a shift in their strategy than a softening of their stand.
I believe that leaders in the North are now convinced that the

the

gether with a basic economic

for preconditions for negotiation, from total u.s. withdraw! to
in

Japan,

, tablished industrial states possessing still active tradltions of
parliamentary democracy. There, common political purposes, to

ready to negotate. There has been a lessening in their demands
halt

to provide economic assistance to the newly developing

When assessing our experiences with foreign aid, we must

PESSIMISM EXPLAINED

permanent

programs

country was the organization of the

keep a sense of proportion and perspective. In aiding Europe

such a pessimistic attitude toward the incident.

a

any

areas and to established nations as well.

conference table. There are a number of reasons why I assume

BOB
LEE

by

United States foreign aid program in 1949, Through it, we were

conference table.
It

undertaken

B ELTRAN

POSITIONAWKW41U>

development.

The

problem in.

among natives of the same country and speakers

Vietnam

now seems to be to

of the same language communication is consider.

first be reasonably sure of our

ably impaired bec ause we do not listen, i.e. a
conversation between a New York City driver and

political strategy . and secondly
to handle our resources in such
a manner that will not impair

a Southern farmer.
It is true we humans have the power of com·
municating with each other, but has mankind

our strategic efforts in other
areas.

employed this tool to its full extent?

Obviously, we have reached a

If many of our f amily problems as well ·as the

point where further military es

really

present international disputes could be analyzed,

calation could seriously endan

As a native speaker of the Spanish language,

and the source found, lack of communication of

ger

I have often times found myself in the awk·

man with his fellow man would be established.

nam strategic resources• ..In ad·

ward position of listening to American natives
talk, and of knowing the equivalents of their

as

one

Ing

of their utterances, It ls frustrating until

one finds a remedy for the situation.
, But !be problem ls much more serious. Even , ,

, · � · · · · · · , · · · · · - · · · � . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . ..

the fundamental problems of our

REMEDY QFFERED

But

war. If this be so, it, too� raises

what is there for us to do to remedy

this particular problem and to offer a decisive
testimony of further "civilizing" of mankind?
, Li�!'' . li�ten, listen.
'

......... , ....

....,. ... ""•'•"•"•

................ .........

dition, some attribute this dan.

ger to the cost of the Vi�tnam

world society.

words said in English in my native language and
yet not being able to fully understand the mean

of

our world-wide and Viet

ii#. i . ' l

..

i.

...

the question of whether or not
we

may

course

now

be

inimical

following
to

t.er� �tr.�egi� lnt.e,rests�
'\.� ... -......... ·····-·······

a

our long.

.. .. . ...........

.
-· . ,,

Your College Bookstore

Save As

Much As

on our Lar·ge Selection

o.f Art & Gift Books
We Are Now Open at 7:30 a.m.
for you Early Birds
-

Mon. thu Fri. 7:30 a.m.-8 p.m.
Satuday 11 a.m

.•

-4 p.m.

Cheerleaders
Pass the Hat
For Trip Fund
Dividing Friday and Saturday

nights

between

the Tom Cats

and a Roaring 20' s theme, the
pep staff is

making preparations

for the last two home games of
this season.
Special half time entertatn.
ment will be provided by the

Tom Cats tonight as they cha�
lenge some Central girls to a
basketball game. To even up

the score, the fellas will wear
boxing gloves.
Should

Central's team, this

year's Evergreen Conference

Kans as City Hopefuls

champions, beat Pacific Luther.

.

an

finals in Kansas City. The cheer.

Member� of Central's basketball and yell squads have

must raise enough money to finance its trip, however.

high

hopes for a trip to Kansas City and the N.A.I.A.

Donations will be collected at the games tonight and to

national tournament. As Evergreen conference champions,.

- morrow night. The "Kansas City or Bust" bus pictured

the team can cinch a berth in the tournament

wW carry fans to the game from the library on a cir·

by

beating

cular pickup route.

independent Pacific Lutheran University. The yell squad

(Photo

by

Pete Edlund)

Political revolution in their re

sor of chemistry, in his intro
duction to the panel discussion.

cussed

by

Greece;

George

Politis,

Shem-Lord,

Idala;

Kenya; Than Jan-Kao, China; and
Maged

Maughrabi,

Jordan, at

the first pre-symposium panel.
"The struggle for power is
auniversal phenomenon. In the
western world we are used to a
transfer of power by peaceful
means, choice of power. In other
countries force and violence ac·
company the transfer from dem•
ocratic to authoritarian power.
It not always happens this way
but

often

does,"

commented

POL ITIS G IVES VIEWS
The discussion was begun by
Politis, who said the revoultlon
in Greece· is a political one
between the Central Union Party
which supports the farmers (the
majority of the Greek people),

times in one p erformance; they
comtemporary;

and they

llk0

hard.rock. Who are they?· The
Toffs.
The Toffs consist of six boys,
four

of whom attend Central.

Politis said the Central Union
Party

preaches,

"We

think

Greece belongs· to the Greeks
and problems of the Greek peo
ple

is

for

them

to decide."

IDALA ENLIGHTENS

The Toffs have played atwsu,
University of Puget Sound, var.
taus

high

schools, the Frosh

Talent Show, and several dorm
p rivates . They hope to get more
engagements this quarter, per.
haps at the University of Wash
ington,

and- more at Central.

They are Doug Beckowitz, lead
Brown, lead singer; Keith Woh�
ford, bass guitarist; Jim Mc
organist;

rhythm

guitarist;

G juka,

Mike

drummer.

Doll,

and
Rick

John
Wells

is their manager.

itself.'' Idala said this is not
so.

to

the

was

written by Bob Dylan

The Toffs• name

was

thought

of by Doug Beckowitz. It is an
English phrase for a "self.made
aristocrat.'' The boys thought it
would be a fitting name as only
three of them had any musical
experience.

present

The

revolution

dy

Everything

for

your

sewing

needs.

412 N. Pine

962-2204
, � , i

As

an

added feature, the cheer·

leaders wm do a special "re
v ealing"

routine

that will be

"kept under wraps" unless the�
get raided.

in

Red Guards.

"Mao

is getting old and is

relying on this generation to keep
the

revolution

going after he

is passed,'' added Jan-Kao.

MUGtmABI ENDS PANEL
Mugbrabi ended the panel dis
cussion with his general com·
ments on revolution.
"Revolution does not stop. It
has to continue all the time in
politics, the arts, music. Each
revolution has a problem. Ev·
ery revolution should have some
thing for the people," Mughrabi
said.

........................

$ 395

........................

$ 695

........................

$ 245

'55 Pl y. 4 Dr., Standard Trans., radio
1963 Kaiser

Wagoneer

4 Dr., 4-wheel

drive, P.S., Auto., low mileage

.

$2195

'1962 Chev. Bel Air 4 Dr., radio, auto., V-8

........................ $ 895
1965 Falcon 4 Dr. Sedan, V-8, automatic,
.

... ........ .. ...... $1795

'62 Ford Gal. 4 Dr., air cond., auto., radio,

FABRIC SHOP

dresses, furnished by the Band
Box and Websters Cafe.

1963 Triumph Spitfire Sport Car 4-speed
.. .... .. .. .......... .... $1095

radio

THE.

old time cheers and Charleston

China is being conducted by row·

1963 Renault 4 Dr. Sedan, 4-speed, clean

It

Edward

designated

stated.

mas

as a tribute to Joan Baez.

Wiberg,

Klucldng, and Janet Lowe will

night,

Chinese

1960 Ford Starliner, 2 Dr. HT, Auto, raido

"Queen Jane."

Revolution." Profes

Tomorrow

R oaring 20's night, will feature

is killing the people," Jan-Kao

The Toffs' claim to fa.me is
a record they cut over Christ.
vacation,

The February 23 panel is titled

"The New Biological Man: the

be the panel members.

JAN-KAO SPlAKS
"Revolution

be walked over, you lose your

Curt

A blanket will be taken around
both nig·hts for Central students

will be used for the trip.

rights,'' Mughrabi concluded.

sors

City.

with donations from the dorms,

"If you don't revolt you will

Genetics

their budget so they can cheer
the team to victory in Kansas

COME IN FOR A
REAL SWEET DEAL

guitar and blnd organiz er; Bud

Gregor,

you. I want to teach you to read
the Bible which is civilization

the powerful rich.

Clothes Change, Short Hair,
D istinguish Hope.tu I "Toffs"
describe their hair as short and

lists fitst arrived saying you're
uncivillzed, I want to civilize

and the Royalists who represent

Helmi Habib, assistant profes-

They change their outtlts three

Idala feels that the revolu
tion in East Africa began in
1892 when the "white impera·

leaders are trying to supplement

to throw money into. This, along

Foreign Students Discuss Political Revolution
spective home lands was dis·

University, an independent

team, they will go on to the

P.S.

.. .... ........ .. .. .. .$ 995

'62 T.B. 2 Dr. HT Landau, auto., P.S., P.B.,
radio

'61 T.B.
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What a blessing your telephone can be when a last minute
emergency forces a change in plans.
And what a help to more convenience in day.to-day life!

Could you begin to add up the times a quick telephone
call has saved you time, trouble or money.
Don't try. But aren't you glad you have telephone service?
We're glad and happy to serve vou.

•
ELLENSBURG
- TELEPHONE CO._

.
CAMPUS CRIER, Friday, February 1 7, 1 967

Duren' s Kim
. Lead s Dog's
Life at Beck

Dance Hall Oawg
Dance hall dawg Kim ls a recent pickup from .an SGA
Rock 'n' Roll dance. Kim captivated Beck Hall's Del
( Alabama) Duren with her winning ways and lost dog
routine, De spairing of finding Kim's owner, Duren has
decided to send the dog to a new home down south.
( Photo by Michelle Perrow)

W esley Club presents

Ba ra bas
Tuesday,
February 2 1 , 7 p.m.

i n H ertz Auditorium

$.25

per person

by Dick Trapp
This is a new column, written by a new columnist.
It is called "The Drop-in" because the author, astute
scholar that he ls, dropped out of school last year, and
has recently dropped in again.
It is also called "The Drop.in" because when the
editor read it for the first time, he cackled in his boy·
!sh little way and dropped it in the waste basket,
"Accident," he mumbled to the third button on his
paisley cardigan, but it gives one a sense of insecurity,
Finally, it is called "The Drop.in" for lack of any
thing better.
The aims of the column, like the idea behind it, are
simple; take a look at our surroundings and repart on
them, drop.in style, That ls to say, with tongue in cheek,
hands in packets, and passibly foot in mouth.
This could be why I, Possibly the third ranked born
loser in the u,s, ( after Richard Nixon and Bobby Baker)
am writing this column. I'm the guy you see in the gro
cery store getting smashed in the face trying to go out '
the "In" electric eye door.
Perhaps the greatest example of my qualifications for
writing this column stems from Sweecy week-end last
year. During the middle of the first annual motor-cycle
rally, who do you suppose ran out of gas during the
competition? You guessed it.
So if anyone feels his toes being stepped on, he should
bear in mind that, with one foot in his mouth, the author
is bowing on the other and is not completely under
control at all times.
One word of caution, however. Please read the rest
of the paper before palluting your mind with this column.
The other stories and articles are filled with newsy
facts to inform and enlighten you, and it would be a shame
to negate all of it by reading this drivel first.
So with these thoughts in mind and seething with antic!·
pation over yet another slekening soliloquy, we 're off
to a new low in slightly yellow-tinted journalese,

By SANDI LAMB
Staff Reparter
Care to do a Portrait in oils,
make a sculpture in clay, study
ancient and medieval art, or
make an intaglio print?
These are only a few of the
things interested Central stu.

dents can learn to do by taking
one of a large selection of art
courses offered them.
The art department, under the
chairmanship of Dr. Louis A.
Kollmeyer, employs 19 faculty
members and offers over 50dif.
ferent courses, varying from
photography, to lettering, water
color and arts and crafts.
There is an art class offered
for almost every individual. For
those who are talented or enjoy
creating things, classes are
available in basic studio, draw.
ing, design, and printmaking,
INTRODUCES TRENDS
For those who would like to
become acquainted with painters
and sculptors of the past,
classes are available. Intro
duction to Art ls one of these,
which not only introduces the
student to the past trends in
art, but also allows him to be.
come well acquainted with the
styles and ideas of various media
used, and principles involved.
To the person more interested
in the present than the past,
Art Today explains the function
of minor arts and industrial
design in today's environment.
Some more specialized class.
es are Seriagraphy (silk screen.
ing), Collography (plate-making
and printing), Costume Design.
ing and Mural Designing.
CLASSES OFFERED
Any student who ls interested
in any phase or aspect of art
ls sure to find some class offered
at Central that will attract and
intrigue him, Perhaps there ls
in our midst today a Rembrandt,
a Michelangelo, or a Frank
Lloyd Wright,
Have YOU ever considered
taking an art class? Most of
these courses will be offered
next �i:t�:i:':""'.YP!l�IJ .�ye your

Mistress of MachiaYellian Mischief

'Ca use they're made of l eath ers that l et y o u r feet
breathe : B reath i n ' B rushed Pigs k i n ® a nd new glove

� oft

leather. M a ke the si dewa l ks softe r. Royal, shown
in B reath i n ' B r ushed Pigsk i n �. Or in a ny of the oth e r
®
sty l e s from t h e n e w s p r i n g col l ection of H u s h P u p p i es
"
casua l s .

$1 Q95

�

Why does a l i ttle t h i n g, such as a ri ng, someti mes ca use so m u c h concern ? Cash ? Don't be
na ive, dearie. Lea rn . . . then earn. Weisfie ld's
has a

cred it

plan for stude nts of p ro m i se.

See our big selection of bridal sets.

:Jeis/ieldS
JEWELERS

Mundy's r

F amily

·

A rt Offerings Va ried

S MA L L TA LK:

Your feet stay cool
®
in Hush Puppies sho_es.

Hush

"Kimi Iqml Yeah, Yeah!"
chanted the men of Beck and
the women of Hitchcock Hallfi
when Beck' s Del Duren returned
home from a dance last weel':
with a young lady named Kim.
Kim was a real dog.
Admittedly, Duren isn't the
first fella to pick up a real
dog at a Rock 'n' Roll dance.
But Kim is the barking, scratch.
ing, furry, canine real McCoy,
KI M FASCI NATES
Kim first turned up three
weeks ago while Duren was dam:..
ing to a Rock 'n' Roll step in
the SUB. "I was fascinated
with her. She was small and
pretty and lost, so I decided
to take her home and look for
her owner," Duren remembers.
Duren took Kim home to Beck
Hall unaware of the dorms' rules
against housing pets.
"The dorm head resident came
up and ordered me to relocate
Kim. I was dlsappainted, but
tried to find a new home for
her." Finding a home for Kim
became something of a problem
-no one could take her.
RULES OUST DOG
So Kim has been living in the
·bushes and Duren feeds her
every morning.
"The c\a,y I
found Kim she was wet from
the rain; I brushed her and
dried her. She was hungry, so
I gave her some Common'sfood.
She got sick. Now I make a
paint of buylng her dogfood every
day," Duren said,
Kim is a German shepherd.
beagle mix. She is dark brown
with tan legs and a spatted
face. Around her neck is a
braided bootlace bearing the let
tering "Alabama's Kim." Ala.
bama is Duren• s nickname.
Kim may soon be living in
the deep South, because her
. keeper can't bear to part with
her. "My father will be flying
up here soon, and I'll have him
take Kim back to Alabama,"
Duren said.

The
DROP-IN

Shoe Store
•

•

't:hil\ce' nteh:

• • • • • • • • •
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Tom Cats Generate Enth usi asm
By GREG BOLV I

treasurer, social chairman, and

Sparts Editor

chief yell leader. Dean Wise ts

matton about new and different

the advisor. Next Thursday the

yells

the Tom Cats are becoming as

Cats w111 formally elect officers

state," Foust stated.

much a part of the athletic scene

for spring quarter and next year.

Led by senior Bob Foust,

as the cheerleaders.
Who

are

They' re

the

·

Tom

ber of letters asking for tnfor.

Central's newest and

most vocal pepgroup. The Cats

schools

outside

the

"Also on Friday we are gotnc

Tonight, the Tom Cats will

to have

provide the halftime entertatn..

Cats?

to

a blanket toss to help

provide funds for the yell staff

ment when they play a women's

to

basketball team.

basketball team back to Kansas

CHEERLEADERS HELP

attend all CWSC sparting events

be able to accompany the

City,'' Foust continued.

whenever passible, and vocifer.

"The cheerleaders have been

Next year the Tom Cats will

ously voice their._approval of the

real interested in the Tom Cats,

place a lot of emphasis on new

Wildcats.

CATS GROWING

The Tom Cats grew out of an

and they have been quite a btt

students

of help tn organizing some of our

in

yells.

thusiasm in the group.

We've also sent out a num.

coming

into

Central

hopes of getting more

en

idea by Foust, who thought Cen.
tral should have an organized

Grap plers Convene At CWS(_.

men's cheering group. Respanse
was immediate and the Toms
caught on in a hurry. The Tom
Cats

now

are

32

The two-day process to de

members

strong, having members from

termine

five

the

Deane's

1 96 7 high school

The

wrestling champions gets under.

pack includes 1 0 members from

way Friday, Feb, 24, at Central

Munro,

Washington State College.

men' s dormatories.

6

from

Quigley, five

years.
All

The Cat' s M eow

"OUr

functions

are

basic, this being our first year,

No, Bob Foust isn't growing two extra arms, 1t just ap.

and we hope to build up the group

pears that way because of all the cheering he's been doing

before the year ts over," Foust

for the Wildcats. Foust is the organizer of the Tom Cats,

noted.

a group of fellows who help promote pep and enthusiasm

of the finest 1 92

from a field

first

Adult tickets fortheftrst three

' grapplers the state· of Washing·

sessions are $1 each; students

ton has to offer after a total
· of 288 dual matches.

see

12 :30 p.m. in Nicholson Pavilion.

and one team tltlist will emerge

fairly

will

matches which begin Friday at

Twelve individual champions

a dynamic duo from Barto.

entrants

rolDld action in the preliminary

each from Carmoooy and Muz.
zall, four men from North am

Chiefs have captured

team honors six of the past eight

50 cent s. Finals are $ 1.50 and
75 cents respectf\Jlly. In addl..

over 12

schools wlll be represented.

tion; ticket books will be avatl.

Acting president of the group

The

defending team champ,

able for all four sessions. They

at Central sparts events. Missing from the picture is the

of

the

characteristic Tom Cat hat, which is symbolic of the To m

Al

Edinger from Quigley Hall.

Moses Lake, will be seeking to

are $4,50 am $2.25.

Cats,

Foust holds down the positions

walk away with their fourth

help pay for putting on the state

of

straight team tttle. Coach Dick

wrestling tourney.

By

the

way,

all

four hands used
(Photo

Ivory liquid.

by Larry Burroughs)

spirited individuals is

vice-president,

S.G .A. Presents.

secretary,

The co sts

• •

FERRANTE & TEI CHER
Feb. 20
At N icholson Pavilion
8 p. m . - 1 0 p . m.

s1 so with SGA C a rd
S200 With out
sal e at the S U B I n 
Booth
and a t th e
fo rm ation
doo r at 7 p. m. Mo nday night.
Tickets on

I

f

f

•

•

9

'

e

IP

'

11'
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11'
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e

'
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Th e Bench Jockey

Central Grapples Portland State
By KUGIE LOU IS

and even the score in this, the

Assistant Sports Editor

Drawing one of the toughest

last of the dual meet season.
Pins in the early matches held

assignments tomorrow is Alan

defeated this year and claimants

up

the V ikings' first con

son,

making

to the number 1 spat in the NCAA
college-division rankings by the

quest of the Wildcats, but since

back

-this

then, the lighter Wildcat s have

against Chuck Seal, a top per.

shown themselves fitting as
pressure competitiors. If Mike

former for PSC throughout the

Portland

State

College,

un

Associated Press, host the surg.
ing Central Washington wrest
lers tomorrow, February 18, at

2 p.m. in Portland.

in

Turner , Larry Brown, and Gary
Mogenson continue to wrestle

B y G reg B o I vi
Sports Editor

Johnson at 1 52 paunds.
a

year,

strong

John

Following an inside Up that stan Puhich used to spar

come.

squares

with up.and-coming heavyweight boxer Boone Kirkman,
I spatted Stan just before a Wildcat basketball practice

off

session. Puhich was out on the court, taking on Dan
Ba ss in a game of shoot-out for Cokes. Bass was getting
the short end of the deal. He was hitting 75 per cent,
while Puhich was bombing the hoop a la Rick Barry style,

season.

MULTNOMAH TOPPLED

Last 8aturday, the Multnomah

cashing in on roughly 90 per cent of his attempts, most

as they have lately, they may
provide the other grapplers the

burg

two

Bravely I walked over to Stan and asked him for an in·

upset in Ellensburg earlier this

help they need to knock.off the
Portland club.
.

straight over Central in the
'Cats final home match of the

season, sneaking out of town
with a narrow, 18°17 victory,
one of Central' s two losses this

Coach Beardsley, reserved but
confident, ad mits "If our wrest.

terview. Puhich, who was humming "l Left My Heart
in San F rancisco,'' (again like
Mr. Barry) sent one last shot

This match is a fitting climax
to Central'-s dual season after
the V ikings barely survived an

year.
The 'Cats avenged their other

loss, that" one to Multnomah,
and are anxious to topple Port..
land State from the unbeatens

WRESTLES Potsm

lers are healthy, we could beat.
them and even the score for our
only other loss.

They're just

right for an upset, and I hope
we're ready for them. ''

Athletic Club came to E llens.
hoping

to

make ' it

of them from long range.

year. But with Turner, Brown,
and Mogenson pulling upsets,

toward the hoop, smiled as it

and Dennis Warren finding the

swished through the twine from

winning trail again, Central built
an insurmountable lead, 14-0.

30 feet out, and away he went.

MAC won but two matches a?K!
a draw for their total of 8 paints,

threat to Rick Barry; I don't
like to brag you uooerstand,

while Central won the rest for

but

their 22 paint s.
V erNon Merkley held his op.

assists during our fast break
d rills, average 46 pauits dur.

"Yes, I think I'm a definite

ing

Lamoin and Dallas Delay won

lose

their bouts for Central' s other
wins.

Phil Fitterer," Puhich joked.
All kidding aside, the follow.

candidly relating his boxing ex.

forward

pertences

with

Stan

Puhich

Seattle heavy.

Trackm en Vie
A t Vancouver ·

"I've known Boone Kirkman,
the nationally ranked fighter aoo

Central Washington State Col..
lege wm have 1 1 competitors in

I've watched him grow into a

weiglit Boone Kirkman.

passible

Jlm Hay, 440 and mile relay.
Rounding out the list of spikers
are Steve Shireman, mile relay

future

heavyweight

champ, for at least 20 years.
fair sized boy 22 years old, 6-2,
200 paunds of muscle with a 44

STAN PUHICH
Smashing Success

inch chest and 161/2 inch arms.
"There were many times that I used to be able to take
him over my knee you might say, and sometimes I did.
But there came

as well as the mile relay ; Jim
·

and 440; Ron Sims in the high
jump, Sam Ring and Mark Henry
in the two mile event, and Jim
Norris and Dick Cllntworth in
the Pole vault .
"This Is a very big meet for

t

of "Horse" to

lege, 1 7° 1 2 .

Boora, 88 0 aJKi mtle relay ; aoo

Member Federal Deposi Insurance Corporation

and I've yet to

game

Ing was written by Central Wash

The 11 Wildcats include De�
nis Esser, 50 yd. dash; John
Beard, 50 yd, dash ; Bob Mc
Carthy, also the 50 yd. dash

NBC

a

ington

held tomorrow, Feb. 18.

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE

practice,

Jayvees beat YaldmaJunior Col..

the Vancouver Indoor Canadian
National AAU Championships

It doesn't have to be. With NB of C's Daily Interest, at 4% per
annum, your savings build muscle faster -work day in and
day out! Interest is computed daily, compounded and paid
quarterly. Start a savings-building course right away!

leading. the . 'Cats in

panent to a draw, and brother

In the preliminary, Central's

P.E. students,
is your savings account a 97 lb. weakling ?

I'm

us, and I'm sure we wlll give
a good showing," track coach
Art Hutton remarked.
"There will be some of can
ada' s top runners competing, as
well as other big names," Hut..
ton continued.

a time when all of that nonsense stopped. .
''Boone was just starting to train for boxing and he ask·
ed me very nicely one day 1f I'd come up to the gym some
night. I went with the intention of watchlJig him work �t.
fouoo out I was going tp get a better view of his
I
work than I thought ; here I was in the ring with him try.

soon
.

ing to show him some tricks!
"Well, I"ve always prided myself in having a good right

hand, so I began my fight tactics skillfully with a right
hand lead. I didn't use the All shume, it hadn't been
invented yet, BANG! I hit Boone right on the nose • • •
"To make a short story shorter, that right hand lead
of mine just about killed ME. Boone, then 1 7 and welgb
ing 195 at the time, hit me with everything but the ldtchen
sink, 'while visions of sugar plums danced through my
head' (as well as stars);·
"As you may have guessed, I got ' out of the ring fast,
1f you
call crawling a (Jllck way out. This event
stopped my nursing tactics to Boone, and also put an end
to my short, illustrious ring career."

can

'

Splinters
All varsity termis players, and
anyone interested in turning out
for

tennis should contact Dr.

Everett Irish . as soon as pas.
sible. Dr. Irish's office is lo
cated in Nicholson Pavilion.
The

PLUS AWARD W I N N I NG SHORT

fight it.

pool

will

not b e open

Thursday, Friday, saturday, or

SUnday because a

new filter sys.

tern is being installed. It will
be open for swimming early in

Get Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper.
M i stakes don't show. A m is- key completely d i sappears
from the special surface. An ord i n a ry penc i l eraser lets
you erase without a trace. So why use o rdinary paper?
Eato n ' s Corrasable is ava i lable in l ight, med i u m , heavy
weights and Onion Ski n . I n 1 00-sheet packets a nd 500sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Departments.

the week.
There will be a very impar.
tant varsity golf meeting Mon
day,

Feb.

27, at 7. :00 p.m. in

Nicholson Pavilion. See Coach
Stan Sorens0n 1f you have any
questions.

D ave's
Barber Shop
Open 9-6 .

PLUS· THIS GREAT COLOR CO- HIT

------ coLUMBIA PICTURES PRmNrsa SOL C. SIEGEL PRODUCTION

HoLDEN wIDDfK
LVAREZ l(ELLY. ;;�
·

•

IWUlllSION9 COLUMBIACOLOll

Sauna

-..

-

- -.
'
.

Open 9·9

Monday
Women' s Day

·

•.

� 0 r,
...r•

Only Eaton makes Corrasable .
EATON PAPER CORPORATION, PITTSFIELD. MASSACHUSETTS

1 2-9

I n The Plaza

BOOTS SAY A LOT
ABOUT A MAN
Boots say that a m a n has a m i n d of h i s own . . . thet h e
i s rugged . . . t h a t h i s l i fe i s exciti n g.
H e k n o ws w h a t h e w a n t s a n d h o w to go a b o u t
getti n g i t.
That's why so many m e n choose Acme boots.
They know the style i s tops, the fit is perfect, the
wea r i s long a n d

comfort

a b le, and they l i ke the i m age
h i s boots create.
Come see our broad selection of
Acme boots. Wear a pair (or two
if you can stand the excitement).

Wet and Wild

Roug hout Top

Larry Skaar, freshman backstroker from Vancouver, shows a powerfull stroke, one of
the reasons he is the top backstroker on the Wildcat swim squad, Skarr will be counted on to
provide the needed impetus when Central's mermen journey to Spokane to entertain Gonzaga
and Northern Montana, then travel to Cheney to compete against the University of Montana
and Eastern Washington. Victories thi s weekend would give Coach Bob Gregson's swim·
mers their most successful record in the history of the program. All the Wildcats are
eagerly awaiting Feb, 26·28, when the Evergreen Conference swimming and Diving Cham·
pionships will be held in the Nicholson Pavilion poo l .
(Photo by Craig Markham)

& Bottom

$ 1 599

EvC o Cham pi o n.s in H ome Fi n al e
frosh have a score to settle
with Western's frosh, then take
on the fabulous Varnqm Ven·
dors tomorrow evening, battle
the UPS freshmen there Monday
night, then take on Big Bend
on Washington's Birthday, Coach
Stan Sorenson's yearlings Wind
.UP their season March 4 against

Central's basketball team,
which won the Evergreen Con·
ference hoop crown while in
Alaska, wind up their home se�
son this weekend with a pair
al. Ev-Co contests, rounding out
league play,
The Wildcats, ranked tenth
in the nation in the latest
NAIA polls, tangle with Western
Washington tonight, then square
of! against E astern tomorrow
evening,

to

$ 1 999

Gold, Green

& Tan

Mi l l s Saddle N Tog

Seattle u ..
The Varnum Vendors are a
town team under the leadership
/of Ron Varnum, and are made
up primarily of "redshirts,"
Included on the ' 'Iron Five"
Terry Gregg, Phil F itter
are
er, Howard Hosley, DeWayne
Kendall, and Tim Pabisz.

Comp lete Western Outfi tters
4th & Main

-

962-2312

CONFERENCE CHAMPS
The 'Cats won the Evergreen
Conference title as Westem's
Vikings sunk Whitworth twice
in Belllngham while Central was
disposing of the University of
Alaska in Fairbanks two times
last weekend. Again it was all·
everything Mel Cox who proved
the difference for CWSC . Cox
dumped in 24 tallies the first
evening as the 'Cats roared
back from their earlier loss to
Whitworth and scored a 85-75

·

triumph.
The next night the Wildcats
won going away. Central raced
to a 41-21 halftime advantage and
never looked back in register·
ing a 84-5 6 win. Cox again showed
why he 's the most prol1tic scorer
in Central' s history by coming
up with a 20 point effort.

WESTERN TOUGH
Western is not to be taken
lightly. The Viks are at· their
peak, and are coming on like
a 3 alarm fire, Western made it
look easy in knocking Whitworth
out of the running by coming up
with 68-65 and 75°57 victories.
The Vikings, with nowhere to
go, would like nothing better
than to knock off the high-fiying
Wildcats to avenge to earller de·
feats at Bellingham.
Eastern, o n t he other hand,
hasn't shown anyone much this
year. The Savages could, how
ever, catch the 'Cats looking
forward to the playoffs, and
pull off a shocker.
The varsity winds up regular
season play Monday entertaining
the University of Puget Sound
in Tacoma.

FROSH PLAY FOUR
Not to be outdone, the fresh
men get their chance to flnish
out the season with a Winning
percentage when they play four
games in six days, Tonight the
- .. .. . .. .. � . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .

SS 396 Sport Coupe

SS 39&

And a new Turbo Hydra-Matic transmission for the driving man.
If you get tired of shifting, put it in "D".
Even a driving man's man can get tired
of clutch i ng and sh ifting in a traffic
jam. B ut there are ti mes when you wa nt
. to stir you r gears by hand. A d i lemma !
U ntil now, that is. Now you can order
Turbo Hydra - M atic in the SS 396. It's

an a utomatic tra nsmission you can sh ift
- really sh ift-for you rself. Feel i ng lazy?
S l i p the selector i nto D rive a nd relax.
Wa nt to play expert? So make bea utiful
music on the gearbox. In the C h evel l e
for t h e d riving m a n , it's u p t o you.

MUI• O F UClLL(NC'f

· · ··

TH E QU I CK-S I Z E ' 67 C H EVE LLE - N ow at your Chevrolet dealer's
.
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D ramaCI ub P rod uc es
C h i l d ren' s M oon Tal e
"Many Moons,'' a children's
drama by James Thurber, will
be produced by Act One, the
Central drama club, tomorrow
at 8 p.m. in Hebeler Auditorium.
Performances for children
will be F riday and Saturday at
1 :30 p.m. in Hebeler Auditorium.
"The play tells the story of a
princess who wants the moon,
and how she gets it," Terry
Uppenberg, play director, said.
"There are ten characters
and a moon fairy involved in
the action. The play is fast.

Kinsey Travels
W ith Students
To Seminars

John Kinsey, SGA president,
and 25 other interested students
attended legislative seminars in
Olympia February 7.S,
Senator Nat Washington, and
Representatives Bledsoe and
Flanagan S.PC>ke at a dinner for
the students.
"The purpase of this trip was
to make the students aware of
government function," said Kin
sey.
At Olympia, the students divid.
ed up into groups and attended
various meetings in the state
buildings, including a session
with the majority whip and a
session in the House.

Phone

92

paced, colorful and contains a
moral for children and a mes.
sage for _ adults," Uppenberg
added.
Uppenberg is a junior majoring
in drama and minoring in Eng.
lish. He has had fifteen years
of experience working in the
theater.
"My theater work began with
high school productions and ex.
tended to acting and stage crew
Positions for the Seattle Reper.
tory Theater," Uppenberg said.
"During my six years in the
Army I directed several cbil.
dren's theater productions in
schools for Army dependents in
Germany," he added.
Uppenberg has also been act.
ive in the University of Washing.
ton drama department and he
has spent two summers as a
crew member for the Seattle
Opera House.

Dannielle Stembridge, also a
CWSC junior, ts assistant dtrec.
tor of "Many Moons." She i s
also the moon fairy in the pro
duction.
Members of the cast include :
Princess, Virginia Beebe ; Jest.
er, Howard Siegel; King, Michael
Parton; Chamberlain, Phil O s..
wald ; Cynicta, Kim McKay ; Wtz.
ard, E merson Stickels; Paret.
ta, Jacqueline Schindele; Nurse,
Cathy Z iebarth; Mathematician,
Patrick Brown; and the Gold.
smith's Daughter, Linda Harris.

5 5 5 58
•

Free Delivery

E l le n sb u rg Flora l S h op
Downtown Location-Next to Post Office

Seve ral Stars of 'M any Moo ns'
Several members of the cast of 'Many Moons' dress rehearse their play before main per.
formance tomorrow in Hebler Auditorium at 8 p.m. Pictured are (L-R) Royal Mathema•
tician, Pat Brown ; Cyncia, Kim Mckay; Chamberlain, Phil Oswald ; King, Mike Parton;
Princess, Virginia Beebe ; and Court Jester, Howard Seigle. The play is a tale of a princess
( Photos by Michelle Perrow)
who wishes to own the moon.

CA T-A-L OG_"

Dances Liven Campus This Weekend
CAMPUS FLICKS
The campus flicks for tonight
and tomorrow night will be "The
Hustler" and "The Goddess."
Next week's films will be "The
Caine Mutiny" and "The Ma]..
tese Falcon." Show times are
7 and 10 p,m.
DANCES SLATED
Tonight the YolDlg ReIUblicans
are holding a dance and con.
cert in the SUB Ballroom. The
battle will feature the "Daze
of Nights" and "Him and a Few
Others." Admission will be 75
cents per person
"The gas companyfrom Wash·
lngton State" is playing at Ken.
nedy Hall's dance tomorrow
night from �12 p.m. in the

CURBSTONE CONVENES
Curbstone will convene at 1
p.m. in the SUB Cage TUes.
day. The topic of discussion

% � REDUCTION ON

A & W
Drive I n

ALL WINTER WEAR

9th & Euclid

S a tu rd ay & Sunday On ly

Admission will be
Ballroom.
$1,00 stag, $1.50 drag.
The "Dimensions" are play.
ing at the Monro DaJ1ce on Tues.
day, from 9°12 p.m. � Because
of the holiday on the\\22, the
hours for women's dorrns will
be extended to 2 a.m. Admis.
si9n will be $ 1.00 stag, $ 1 .50
drag.
"Battle of the
Quigley's
Bands" will feature the "Jade
"Classic
the
and
Easts"
Sounds." The time is next Fri
day, from 9- 12 p.m . ; the place,
the SUB Ballroom.

•

S uits

•·

Dresses

•

Carcoats

Feb. 1 8- 1 9

Delivery Service
5:30 p.m.-"'idnight 7 da ys a week
Anywhere within city limits
Phone

925 -986 1

Ma rga ret's

will be "Should dorm living be
mandatory for freshmen and
sophomores."

FORUM SCHEDULED
The Midweek Open Forum will
be held on Monday at 6 p,m.
in the SUB Cage. The topic of
discussion will be the "Future
of Central."
FILM PRESENTED
On Tuesday, from 7·10 p.m.,
Wesley Club presents the re.
ligious film, "Barabas." It will
be shown in Hertz Recital Hall.
CHAMBER BAND PERFORMS
On Thursday, the Chamber
Band will present a concert at
8 :1 5 p.m. in Hertz Recital Hall.
PIANISTS APPEAR
Central's SGA presents Fer·
rante and Teischer Monday night
in Nicholson Pavilion at 8 P-, m.
'
Admissions are $1.50 with SGA
card, $2.00 for the public.

AFOQT TEST GIVEN
The Air Force Officer Qua!.
ifylng Test will be administered
Friday, Feb. 24 from 1-4 p.m.
in Room 10 of the Aerospace
Building.

Som ethi ng
new
Folk music, Electric rock,
art gallery, Pizza, Ori
ental food, Homemade
bread

The N ew

I n The Plaza

I n q u isiti on

Owned and Operated by Margaret Miller

Tues.-Sat. from 8 p.m.
3rd near Pearl

I

t

